ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic approaches to phylogenetic inference require the specification of explicit models of sequence evolution. The dependence of resulting phylogenetic estimates on the underlying model of sequence evolution is well established (Lemmon and Moriarty, 2004; Swofford et al., 2001; Yang et al., 1994) . Much work has been done to develop models of sequence evolution that incorporate the complexities of the evolutionary process important in empirical datasets [see Swofford et al. (1996) and references therein]. In particular, approaches that incorporate heterogeneity in the evolutionary process across sites have recently received much attention (Nylander et al., 2004; Pagel and Meade, 2004) .
As empiricists have faced a rapidly increasing pool of models from which to choose, many studies have explored objective methods for model choice (Minin et al., 2003; Posada and Buckley, 2004; Sullivan and Joyce, 2005) . However, far less attention has been paid to whether the best model adequately accounts for the processes important in the generation of a given dataset. This paucity of interest * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
has occurred despite the development of such approaches over 15 years ago (Goldman, 1993) . One hindrance to the widespread use of model adequacy tests is a lack of software able to perform such tests for recently developed models that incorporate heterogeneity in process across sites, although model adequacy tests that include heterogeneity in rates can be performed in MAPPS (Bollback, 2002) . Here, we describe PuMA, software that implements tests of model adequacy in a Bayesian framework using posterior predictive simulation (Bollback, 2002) . PuMA allows model adequacy tests to be performed for partitioned and mixture models of DNA sequence evolution. PuMA will facilitate much broader application of posterior predictive simulation tests of model adequacy, including much-needed benchmarking.
PuMA

Posterior predictive simulation
PuMA implements a posterior predictive simulation approach to the testing of model adequacy (Gamerman, 1997; Gelman et al., 1995; Rubin, 1984) , first introduced to phylogenetics by Bollback (2002) . Posterior predictive simulation begins with a collection of parameter values and trees resulting from Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling of the posterior distribution during Bayesian phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1) . PuMA currently accepts input from unpartitioned and a priori partitioned analyses performed in MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) , as well as mixture model analyses from BayesPhylogenies (Pagel and Meade, 2004) . Each set of sampled parameter values and tree topologies is used to simulate a predictive dataset of the same size as the original, employing the same model of sequence evolution assumed during analysis. If the model of sequence evolution adequately captures the salient features of the evolutionary process, the simulated datasets should 'look' very similar to the original dataset. The 'look' of a dataset is summarized by a test statistic [given by T(X), with X denoting a given dataset]. Well-designed test statistics can probe the adequacy of different assumptions underlying the model. PuMA saves all simulated datasets, allowing users to apply test statistics of their own choosing. PuMA's current implementation uses the unconstrained likelihood as a test statistic, which aims to assess model adequacy very generally (Bollback, 2002; Goldman, 1993 ). The unconstrained model interprets the data as a series of site patterns, each sampled with some fixed probability. The maximum J.M.Brown and R.ElDabaje likelihood estimate of the sampling probability for any given site pattern is simply the frequency with which that pattern is observed in the data (Goldman, 1993) . Therefore, the unconstrained likelihood of an entire dataset is calculated as
where M is the unconstrained model, X is the dataset, n is the number of unique site patterns, (i) is the i-th unique site pattern, N (i) is the number of instances of (i) in the dataset and N is the total number of sites. For convenience, the natural log of this likelihood is taken to be the test statistic. The posterior predictive distribution of T(X) consists of the set of T(X) values calculated from the datasets simulated using the posterior distribution of trees and parameter values. The posterior predictive P-value is the percentage of the posterior predictive distribution with T(X) values greater than or equal to the value of T(X) given by the original dataset. Example assessments of model adequacy for empirical data are given in Table 1 . Note that model adequacy analyses may produce results that differ from standard model choice tests, due to effects of priors, the chosen test statistic, and the relative power of the tests.
Implementation details
PuMA is written in Java, extending the JPanel class, and uses Unix commands to manipulate output files. Therefore, it currently requires a Unix-based system (e.g. Mac OS X) that supports a GUI. PuMA calls Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997 ) to simulate individual partitions and then combines all partitions into one dataset, if necessary. Analyses can be started using either the GUI interface or PuMA batch input files. PuMA is distributed both as a Java .jar application, as well as a native Mac OS X application. PuMA can also call MrConverge (by A. R. Lemmon; available from http://www.evotutor.org/MrConverge.html). 
